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TOPIC TWO DRAFTING  
Always consider the constituent elements required in any piece of legal prose 

A. Letters of demand 

A party to prospective litigation should consider serving a letter of demand.  

A letter of demand provides informal notice of the claim and often includes an amount 
sought by the plaintiff. If the redress sought is non-monetary (return of property, performance 
of a contractual obligation), the object sought will not be money.  

If the recipient does as demanded, the letter is useful to bring a speedy resolution to the 
matter. Demand may be rejected by a return letter – pointing out the deficiencies of the 
cases or the lack of insurer to cover the costs.  

Cost penalties may be pursued against the party if the proceeding has been issued before 
an informal letter of demand has been issued.  

Not all litigation waits for a letter of demand – see the injunction sphere, destruction of 
evidence or by tactical means 

Prospective defendants will also have a tactical decision to make as to whether to respond 
to the letter of demand.  

The demand must be ethical – unethical to threaten criminal proceedings, to demand a debt 
from someone with no legal liability to pay, claim unreasonable or excessive costs 

B. Pleadings 

Documents exchanged between parties in litigation setting out the material facts upon which 
they rely.  

i. Purpose of Pleadings 
They inform the court of matters on which the decision is sort, defines the issues, limits 
the ambit of discovery and evidence prepared for trial, informs the other side of the way 
in which the claim is defended, provides record of the matters raised to prevent further 
litigation on the same point between the same parties. 

 
ii. Content of Pleadings 

Statement of Claim and any Counterclaim must plead any material necessary to contain the 
allegations pleaded. Admission of any part will entitle the plaintiff to the relief sought.  

Plead initial information – who the parties are, what is the matter between them.  
- plaintiff is capable of suing; defendant is capable of being sued 

 
Only facts are pleaded, not evidence.  

- In a motor vehicle accident that is the result of high speed, the material fact is negligent 
driving. The evidence may be the observation of a passenger of a speedometer, CCTV 
camera footage and forensic evidence of a skid mark.  

- Material facts are set out in the pleadings  
- Pleadings also contained what you claim in relief – damages, interest, costs, such 

further or other relief as the Court deems fit 
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- Evidence is set out in the particulars; if not provided, a request for particulars can be issued 
 

If the plaintiff is pleading an agreement, the details of whether oral or written will be included in 
the particulars. A copy may be inspected during normal business hours or advise that the 
document is not available – what has become of it etc.  
If the plaintiff is pleading an oral agreement, particulars may include which parties had that 
conversation, implied terms, breach. 

 
iii. Formal requirements 

Contained in R 14 and R 27.  
Effectively, the tram tracks and header 
 
Supreme Court of Victoria Practice Note #4.  
Paragraphs are numbered, one paragraph per concept, vertical lists are accepted. 

 
iv. Statement of Claim 

 
Plead each element of the cause of action you are attempting to claim.  
Contain relevant factual matters only, irrelevant matters are liable to be struck out 
Conclusory pleadings are available where properly established facts giving rise have been  
Pleadings are material facts only – not evidence 

- Pleadings are generally required in actions (matters commenced either by writ and 
statement of claim)  

- Pleadings are important to the doctrine of res judicata, as they act as a precise record of 
the issues raised (questions for decision), so that a party may plead res judicata if 
another party attempts to re-litigate the dispute between the parties  

If relying on statutory cause of action, the specific legislation and relevant provision(s) 
need to be pleaded  

- damages requested should also be pleaded under the section  
- interest plead should also be pursuant to s 58 SCA 

Statement of claim does not anticipate any defense 
 
eg. for a breach of contract (failure to repay a loan) 

- plead the agreement  
- the essential terms  
- money was lent (drawndown) 

o in performance of obligations under agreement, the plaintiff made X available  
o Particulars – bank transfer no XX 

- money not repaid (non-repayment)  
- as a result, X is now owed  

o particulars – how that was calculated  
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v. Defence and set off 

 
R 13.7(1) – Defendant must plead in the facts all grounds of Defence and reasons why the 
plaintiff’s claim cannot stand, otherwise raise matters of fact not arising out of the statement 
of claim 

 

Eg claim – A was negligent in smashing into A’s car, B’s defence was that he was not the 
driver. This needs to be specifically pleaded before trial. 

Defendant should:  

- admit non-contested facts;  

o reasons for doing this - court, at all times, has the power and discretion to 
award costs [costs penalty imposed on party denying an allegation without 
proper basis  

- deny facts which it positively disputes; or  

- not admit the fact when the allegation is outside the knowledge of the defendant  

In the trial, there is little difference between denial and non-admission in that the prosecution 
must need to prove all these facts.  

R 13.12(3) requires the defendant, if providing facts different to the plaintiff, to plead those 
facts 

Procedural consequence – except with leave of the court, there will be a general prohibition 
of introducing facts that should have been, but were not,  pleaded.  

 

If a defendant has an affirmative defense to run, it must specifically plead those defenses.  

Confession and avoidance plea – admit what is put in the claim but further say that the 
claim is not maintainable.  

eg. the def admits entry into the contract but maintains that the contract is void for illegality  

- the new fact is for the defendant to prove 

  

 

 

vi. Counterclaim 
R 13.15 specifically permits the defendant to bring a counterclaim against the plaintiff, but need 
not be connected with the claim made by the plaintiff 

These claims can be run concurrently in one trial.  

In pleading a counter-claim, defendant follows the same pleading requirements as in a 
statement of claim. Counter-claim must plead facts sufficient to establish a cause of action.  


	Topic one
	A. What is procedural law?
	The law that governs the conduct of proceedings before the court; distinguished from the substantive law in issue; used to interpret substantive law by the Courts.
	B. The Courts
	Judiciary comprises state, federal and territory courts and the High Court.
	Each have different procedural powers, jurisdictions, remedial powers and costs structures. Jurisdiction comprises a territorial question and a subject matter question – in relation to quantum and based on legislation)
	(See Topic 4)
	Jurisdiction to hear federal matters are vested in federal courts and state courts – state courts, family courts are superior courts of record.
	Superior courts of record have inherent procedural contempt powers – ensures smooth flow of process and prevents abuse of process.
	- all powers necessary to enable it to act effectively, control its proceedings and prevent obstruction of justice
	Federal judicial power is vested in the High Court and such other Federal courts as created by Federal parliament – family courts, federal circuit court, federal court.
	Federal courts need powers to be conferred by statute.  Federal court does have an accrued jurisdiction – mixed bag of federal and non-federal claims, all claims can be made in the Federal Court.
	High Court has trial powers (rarely exercised).
	Common law and equity are administered by the same courts – legal and equitable remedies may be pursued in the same court.
	C. Sources of procedural law
	Rules of Civil Procedure are made by the legislature, the executive and courts themselves.
	Supreme Court Act available for every state eg. 1986 (Vic)
	Each jurisdiction has the statute that sets up the Supreme Court and its procedural limitations
	Further legislation regulates civil procedure – Civil Procedure Act 2010 (Vic) and delegated legislation also exists. Delegated legislation rules are not uniform across the states. Victorian law can be found in:
	Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure Rules) 2005 (Vic)
	Inherent powers also exist. Eg. to publish practice notes (commentaries) which Courts intend to see compliance with
	Inherent jurisdiction of the court to control its own processes – such that proceedings are conducted with convenience and fairness to prevent abuse of the court.
	D. Adversarial system
	E. Costs
	F. Civil procedure reform
	G. Civil Procedure Act 2010 (Vic) (the Act)
	On the first day of trial, the ANU sought an adjournment and leave to amend the statement of claim. Such that the entire case against AON was completely different. Under old law, that would have been allowed as long as ANU were prepared to pay costs t...
	HCA acknowledged case management principles to ensure that interests of parties and costs were maintained in proceedings – access to justice then
	Whether an amendment is allowed is subject to the court’s discretion and is subject to the applicable case management principles – amendments will not be accepted unless reasonable and the effect of the proposed amendment will be considered.
	Conduct of litigation is not a matter for the parties only but a matter for the courts and must consider the court’s limited resources.
	Relevant factors in the exercise of the court’s discretion is the pressure that ongoing litigation has on the litigants (financial and emotional – ties up business resources).
	Privileged documents mistakenly produced by the other side during discovery (production of documents relevant to the proceeding). Privileged documents can be objected to – eg. advice lawyers have given. Distinction between documents that are privilege...
	In this case, lawyers inadvertently handed over a bundle of privileged documents along with discoverable documents. From there, arguments were raised as to whether privilege had been waived in the handing over of these documents. This dispute went to ...
	HCA concluded that the dispute squandered the resources of the court and in no way went to the issues of the dispute. Inadvertent disclosure will ordinarily result in the return of such documents. Essentially told that disputes like this should not ar...


	topic two Drafting
	A. Letters of demand
	A party to prospective litigation should consider serving a letter of demand.
	A letter of demand provides informal notice of the claim and often includes an amount sought by the plaintiff. If the redress sought is non-monetary (return of property, performance of a contractual obligation), the object sought will not be money.
	If the recipient does as demanded, the letter is useful to bring a speedy resolution to the matter. Demand may be rejected by a return letter – pointing out the deficiencies of the cases or the lack of insurer to cover the costs.
	Cost penalties may be pursued against the party if the proceeding has been issued before an informal letter of demand has been issued.
	Not all litigation waits for a letter of demand – see the injunction sphere, destruction of evidence or by tactical means
	Prospective defendants will also have a tactical decision to make as to whether to respond to the letter of demand.
	The demand must be ethical – unethical to threaten criminal proceedings, to demand a debt from someone with no legal liability to pay, claim unreasonable or excessive costs
	B. Pleadings
	Documents exchanged between parties in litigation setting out the material facts upon which they rely.
	i. Purpose of Pleadings
	They inform the court of matters on which the decision is sort, defines the issues, limits the ambit of discovery and evidence prepared for trial, informs the other side of the way in which the claim is defended, provides record of the matters raised ...
	ii. Content of Pleadings
	Statement of Claim and any Counterclaim must plead any material necessary to contain the allegations pleaded. Admission of any part will entitle the plaintiff to the relief sought.
	Plead initial information – who the parties are, what is the matter between them.
	- plaintiff is capable of suing; defendant is capable of being sued
	Only facts are pleaded, not evidence.
	- In a motor vehicle accident that is the result of high speed, the material fact is negligent driving. The evidence may be the observation of a passenger of a speedometer, CCTV camera footage and forensic evidence of a skid mark.
	- Material facts are set out in the pleadings
	- Pleadings also contained what you claim in relief – damages, interest, costs, such further or other relief as the Court deems fit
	- Evidence is set out in the particulars; if not provided, a request for particulars can be issued
	If the plaintiff is pleading an agreement, the details of whether oral or written will be included in the particulars. A copy may be inspected during normal business hours or advise that the document is not available – what has become of it etc.
	If the plaintiff is pleading an oral agreement, particulars may include which parties had that conversation, implied terms, breach.
	iii. Formal requirements
	Contained in R 14 and R 27.
	Effectively, the tram tracks and header
	Supreme Court of Victoria Practice Note #4.
	Paragraphs are numbered, one paragraph per concept, vertical lists are accepted.
	iv. Statement of Claim
	Plead each element of the cause of action you are attempting to claim.
	Contain relevant factual matters only, irrelevant matters are liable to be struck out
	Conclusory pleadings are available where properly established facts giving rise have been
	Pleadings are material facts only – not evidence
	- Pleadings are generally required in actions (matters commenced either by writ and statement of claim)
	- Pleadings are important to the doctrine of res judicata, as they act as a precise record of the issues raised (questions for decision), so that a party may plead res judicata if another party attempts to re-litigate the dispute between the parties
	If relying on statutory cause of action, the specific legislation and relevant provision(s) need to be pleaded
	- damages requested should also be pleaded under the section
	- interest plead should also be pursuant to s 58 SCA
	Statement of claim does not anticipate any defense
	eg. for a breach of contract (failure to repay a loan)
	- plead the agreement
	- the essential terms
	- money was lent (drawndown)
	o in performance of obligations under agreement, the plaintiff made X available
	o Particulars – bank transfer no XX
	- money not repaid (non-repayment)
	- as a result, X is now owed
	o particulars – how that was calculated
	v. Defence and set off

	R 13.7(1) – Defendant must plead in the facts all grounds of Defence and reasons why the plaintiff’s claim cannot stand, otherwise raise matters of fact not arising out of the statement of claim
	Eg claim – A was negligent in smashing into A’s car, B’s defence was that he was not the driver. This needs to be specifically pleaded before trial.
	Defendant should:
	- admit non-contested facts;
	o reasons for doing this - court, at all times, has the power and discretion to award costs [costs penalty imposed on party denying an allegation without proper basis
	- deny facts which it positively disputes; or
	- not admit the fact when the allegation is outside the knowledge of the defendant
	In the trial, there is little difference between denial and non-admission in that the prosecution must need to prove all these facts.
	R 13.12(3) requires the defendant, if providing facts different to the plaintiff, to plead those facts
	Procedural consequence – except with leave of the court, there will be a general prohibition of introducing facts that should have been, but were not,  pleaded.
	If a defendant has an affirmative defense to run, it must specifically plead those defenses.
	Confession and avoidance plea – admit what is put in the claim but further say that the claim is not maintainable.
	eg. the def admits entry into the contract but maintains that the contract is void for illegality
	- the new fact is for the defendant to prove
	vi. Counterclaim
	vii. Duties and Obligations
	viii. Amendment

	C. Affidavits

	TOPIC three Appropriate dispute resolution
	A. Introduction to ADR
	The overwhelming majority of cases initiated in the courts are ultimately about money. Commercial cases are likely about tax, trust or insolvency and involve an element of money. Plaintiff’s gain will be the defendant’s loss.
	There are claims for performance or non-performance of contracts, return of money, loss for injury suffered, property settlements following divorce.
	Mediation will diminish the workload of the court and also speaks to the success and character of the Mediator.
	B. Arbitration
	Courts do not and cannot annex arbitration to proceedings – it is quasi-judicial where the arbitrator decides the case as opposed to the parties reaching an agreement
	C. Mediation
	D. Court-annexed ADR
	E. ADR under the CPA
	F. Lawyers and ADR
	1. Prior to the mediation, give client advise as to prospects in litigation (legal costs, process where no settlement is achieved)
	a. Advice should cover  your clients BATNA and WATNA

	2. Prepare your arguments such to convince the mediator
	3. Listen to the opposing parties opening statements
	4. Reply to any issues of importance raised by the opposition
	5. Act in your clients best interests and obey instructions
	6. Recommend positions or offers
	7. Prepare boilerplate in terms of settlement

	G. Enforcement of ADR
	Terms of settlement are enforced.
	Offers and counter-offers exchanged. Usually, these provide for the payment of a sum of money by a particular date, mutual releases from the subject matter of the proceeding and for the proceeding to be struck out
	If one party does not pay, a further term will say the party who was to receive the money will continue the proceeding as if no settlement had been reached OR seek judgment for the settlement sum plus costs incurred by the party (plus interest)
	Consider:
	Three advantages and three challenges posed by mediation as a means of ADR?

	TOPIC four jurisdiction
	A. General
	Considerations must be taken as to which court, tribunal or commission the matter must be heard
	Two types of jurisdiction exist –
	1. subject matter: what types of matter can this court hear? what causes of action? for what quantum?
	2. territorial: does the court have jurisdiction over the person in the defined territory? can the court have jurisdiction over this person because something actionable has occurred within its jurisdiction
	is the person in the state

	B. Subject matter jurisdiction
	Victorian Courts and the VCAT
	- Supreme, County and Magistrates Court
	- The choice between these courts is based on the complexity of the case and quantum
	- Supreme Court is the highest in the state jurisdiction;
	o it is also a court of record – enables transcripts;
	o has a court of appeal;
	o Supreme Court can also exercise federal jurisdiction –
	 cf federal courts cannot exercise state matters (Re Wakin); subject to one exception – accrued jurisdiction which enables the Federal courts to hear all legal matters arising from a single set of facts where the main claim is a federal claim (eg.  A...
	 therefore, all remedies can be granted, including common law remedies, not otherwise in the FC’s jurisdiction
	- In the external territories, eg Norfolk Island, there is also a supreme court; any appeals go to the full court of the federal court
	- In the Magistrates Court, the excess can be plead down to abandon the excess of the claim above the jurisdictional limit of the court
	o historically, proceedings were issued on a summons
	o proceedings are still not commenced by writ and statement of claim; in the magistrates court, this document is called a Complaint
	- County Court has original jurisdiction in all civil matters and jurisdiction from a range of statute including Administration and Probates, Transfer of Land, Property Law Act and Trustee Act
	- Supreme Court Trial division acts as court of appeal from Magistrates or VCAT on points of law except where the decision of VCAT is made by a President or Deputy President where the appeal lies with
	o subdivisions of the trial division exist: specialist judges to deal with different subject matter, different lists
	o court of appeal hears appeals from the county court and its own original court and VCAT on points of law
	o Court on appeal usually consists of three judges
	- Neighborhood Justice Centre only for the residents of the City of Yarra
	o option of having things transferred out of VCAT or Magistrates to NJC
	- VCAT: less formal, quicker, cheaper option to courts; often self-represented litigants; four divisions –
	o civil (consumer, domestic building works, owners corp, retail tenancies, sale and ownership of property, use of water)
	 domestic building dispute – exclusive jurisdiction in VCAT
	o Administrative division
	o residential tenancies division (eg. ejectment of a tenant to sell a mortgagor’s defaulted mortgaged security)
	o human rights division (disability act, mental health tribunal etc)
	Courts exercising Federal jurisdiction
	- HCA, FCA, FCC and Family Court
	HCA mandated by s 71 of Constitution
	- original jurisdiction under s 75 Constitution over matters arising under treaty, matters affecting representatives of other countries, matters to which the commonwealth is a party, matters between states or residents of different states, state v res...
	- HCA hears matters interpreting the Constitution per s 76(1); s 30(a) Judiciary Act
	- HCA has exclusive jurisdiction under s 38 Judiciary Act exercising the power given in s 77 Constitution to hear the following
	o matters arising directly under an treaty,
	o suits between states,
	o suits by or against the commonwealth
	o writ, mandamus or injunction is sought against the officer of the commonwealth
	- HCA has the power to remit matters of non-exclusive jurisdiction to lower courts: s 44 Judiciary Act
	- HCA also hears appeals: s 73 Constitution
	o of a single judge of the HCA or of any other Full Court of Federal Court or Full Court of Supreme Court of any state
	o special leave must be granted – s 35A Judiciary Act sets out
	 question of law or public importance
	 HCA required to resolve differences of opinion as to the state of the law
	 interests of justice require the HCA to consider the judgment
	Federal Court
	- original jurisdiction limited by parliament: s 19(1) FCA Act
	o Main arm is conferred by s 39B(1)(a) Judicial Act
	 original jurisdiction arising under any civil laws made by cth parliament (corporations, bankruptcy, industrial relations, trade practices, tax,
	- Accrued jurisdiction
	o power to hear non-cth parliament legislation matters if they relate to a claim with its basis as those cth statutes
	Fencott v Mueller
	Complex proceedings before FC for damages for breach of s 52 TPA (ACL) – Misleading and deceptive conduct
	Claim under TPA is a federal claim; alternative claims at common law were brought for fraud, negligence and breach of contract. Objection was taken to the jurisdiction of the court.
	Dismissed by HCA.
	Federal Court has jurisdiction to determine the whole of the controversy between the parties even if some part of the controversy would otherwise be outside of the jurisdiction
	Question to ask – are the federal and non-federal claims within the scope of a single controversy and thus within the ambit of a matter?  claims must arise from common transactions or facts. By determination in the court’s discretion.
	Federal Court has no jurisdiction in relation to state matters. See Re Wakim where HCA held that the scheme purporting to confer state jurisdiction on federal courts was constitutionally invalid. FC can only hear federal matters except to the extent t...
	Re Wakim held that s 77(1) of Constitution was an exhaustive statement of jurisdiction capable of being conferred on the Federal Court. No entity other than the cth parliament had jurisdiction to confer power on Federal Courts.
	Principle claim must be a federal claim and if there are other non-federal claims, those arise out of the same transactions or facts. Where there is any doubt or prospect that the federal claim may be struck out, then the sensible course is to issue i...
	eg. Johnson Tiles v Esso
	eg. wind up a company on insolvency basis – under corps act (cth) therefore can be brought in FC; also can be brought in the State Supreme Court; then the question comes down to costs
	C. Territorial jurisdiction
	Rooted in the power of the court to enforce its judgment and the power of the writ.
	If the person is within the jurisdiction, the judgment can be physically enforced. If the person is overseas or interstate, this poses an additional issue.
	Three ways to satisfy
	a) defendant is present within the jurisdiction
	s 75 Victorian Constitution
	extends to three miles from the coast from Coastal Waters (State Title) Act
	Laurie v Carrol
	Defendant left the state with no intention of coming back such that he could not be sued in Victoria.
	b) defendant voluntarily submits to the jurisdiction
	File an unconditional Appearance (conditional to query the jurisdiction)

	Gunn’s Case – all parties and cause of action arose in Tasmania but the defendants voluntarily submitted to the jurisdiction of the Victorian jurisdiction because there is a much larger pool of barristers in Victoria willing to do pro bono work
	c) statutory extension of territorial jurisdiction
	service outside of a state within Australia
	- governed by the Service and Execution of Process Act (Cth) 1992
	- by the same method that applies in one state (your state), you can serve the document by that state’s rules nation-wide; requires also a Form 1 Notice that sets out further information
	- extends the in personam jurisdiction of the courts of the states and territories Australia wide
	- What can I do if I am from Queensland and I have been served with a Victorian writ  but I would like to conduct the case in Queensland?
	- def can obtain a stay of the proceedings if it would be more appropriate for a court of another state to hear the matter
	service outside of Australia; overseas
	- depends on being able to establish a nexus between the case or defendant and the jurisdiction of the court (SEE TOPIC 8)
	- what can I do if I am served with a writ from an Australian Court and I am overseas and I wish for this to be heard in my own country?
	- if the Australian court is clearly inappropriate to hear the matter
	D. Cross vesting of jurisdiction
	Established in 1987
	Scheme involves the Federal Court, Family Court and Supreme Courts.
	Conferral or vesting of subject matter jurisdiction from one court to another
	1. separate but related proceedings pending in another court’s 5(2)(b)(i)
	more appropriate for all proceedings to be decided by the other court
	2. Single proceeding pending and more appropriate if in another court considering: s 5(2)(b)(ii)
	a. if all the state courts didn't have all of these jurisdictions, where should have been started
	b. involves the application of law from another jurisdiction
	c. the interests of justice

	3. In either (i) or (ii), it is in the interests of the justice that there be a transfer: s 5(2)(B)(iii)
	case can be transferred from Magistrates to Supreme

	What does the interests of justice dictate?
	Court applies Spilliada factors between states
	Not enough that another court is more appropriate – no stay will be granted unless the VSC is inappropriate (Oceanic Sun
	o expense and convenience
	o where did the cause of action arise
	o where do the parties reside or carry on business
	o where do the majority of the witnesses reside
	o which law will apply
	o are there any other parties involved and are they amenable to any particular jurisdiction
	eg BHP Biliton v Shulz
	First respondent suffered from asbestos related disease which he claimed was a result of working for the appellant. Brought proceedings in the Dust Diseases Tribunal in NSW.
	BHP applied successfully to have the trial moved to the NSWSC
	Matter was transferred again to the SASC.
	Interests of justice were not the same as the interests of one party. Interests maybe wider than those of either party to be considered. Other discretionary factors? Backlog in the courts
	CASE FLOW WITHIN VICTORIA
	Case Transfer Act (Vic) can be used in conjunction with the cross-vesting legislation. Matter should be matched to the skill, experience of the court and case-loads and capacity.
	E. Forum non conveniens
	Common law doctrine that allows courts to refuse to take jurisdiction over matters where there is a more appropriate forum available to the parties
	service outside of Australia; overseas
	- depends on being able to establish a nexus between the case or defendant and the jurisdiction of the court (SEE TOPIC 8)
	- what can I do if I am served with a writ from an Australian Court and I am overseas and I wish for this to be heard in my own country?
	- if the Australian court is clearly inappropriate to hear the matter
	Leading decision: Spilliada v Maritime
	Wet sulfur was loaded onto two ships docked in British Columbia, Canada and caused damage to the ships. Action was brought in England by the Liberian owners of one of the ships. Action was for damage to the ship against the sulfur exporter. Owners of ...
	Plaintiffs applied for leave to serve the defendant ex juris. Trial judge granted leave to do so. Defendant successfully appealed on this point. COA held that the expenses alone and legitimate advantage of the plaintiff in choosing the forum were not ...
	In the prior jurisprudence, the suit could only be stayed if oppressive, vexatious or an abuse of justice. In Spilliada, Templeton noted that the vessel was managed partly in Greece and England and flew the flag of Liberia was said to be damaged by a ...
	The solution of disputes re the merits of trial in different locations is a matter pre-eminantly for the TJ. Lord Goush sets out a number of different factors:
	o expense and convenience
	o where did the cause of action arise
	o where do the parties reside or carry on business
	o where do the majority of the witnesses reside
	o which law will apply
	o are there any other parties involved and are they amenable to any particular jurisdiction
	If there is some other available forum that is prima facie more appropriate, the court will prima facie grant a stay. Test of closest or most real connection.
	By using this test in Spilliada, the English court was found to be the most appropriate forum. The Cambridge shire factor was the decisive factor – the owners of the Cambridge Shire (English ship) had already commenced proceedings in England when Spil...
	[see p861-2] English law governed the contract between ship and sulfur supplier.
	Not the test in Australia. HCA refused to adopt the Spilliada test and instead devised the ‘clearly inappropriate test’
	Foreign and local factors are balanced. Dismissal in an Australian grant only granted if oppressed or harassed by the plaintiff’s choice of Australia for legal action.
	Even where the law of another country is in place, the law of Australia will still not be completely wrong: Regie National
	The Australian view does not take into account the merits of other international forum.

	TOPIC FIVE COMMENCING PROCEEDINGS
	A. Client management  
	The Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act (2014) applies the Legal Profession Uniform Law
	requires the lawyer to discuss with the client at least:
	- alternatives to litigation (settlement, negotiation, abandonment)
	- prospects of success
	- the process of the litigation and consequences
	- legal costs and complaints handling proceedings
	usually in the form of letters
	- prospects, process and costs letter
	- costs letter sets out who is responsible for the work and who will do majority of the work, money in trust on account of future costs
	The Civil Procedure Act (2010) Vic requires consideration of:
	- overarching obligations in part 2.3
	- sanctions for contravention of the obligations in part 2.4
	- the certification requirements in part 4.1
	o requires the solicitor and client to file certificates when commencing a proceeding
	(1) overarching obligations certificate: s 16-21
	 read and understood these obligations and signed by the client
	 s 42: certificate must be filed with the first substantial court document; statement of claim or defence \
	(2) proper basis certificate also needs to be filed
	 each allegation, denial or non-admission has a proper basis
	 signed by the practitioner
	Australian Solicitor’s Conduct Rules require:
	- paramount duty to take into account the interests of justice
	- disreputable conduct
	- seriousness of undertakings
	- Frankness in court (R 19)
	Consequences? Failure to comply with certificate does not mean your document will be refused: s 45 CPA
	Sanctions are available against non-complying parties – court can make any orders it considers appropriate in the interests of justice
	eg. orders for costs, orders to produce
	 This is slightly different for the Federal Courts – requires genuine steps to resolve type certification
	Standing
	In order to sue, plaintiff needs sufficient standing in the subject matter of the litigation.
	This is a question of substantive law – the plaintiff must have a substantive right to rely on a cause of action on which the claim is based.
	eg person injured as a result of a tort; be a party to a contract on which you wish to sue.
	The test is that the person suing must have one of two types of standing:
	- a private right (eg. tort or contract); OR
	- special interest in the subject matter of the action
	o eg Australian Conservation Foundation v Cth
	does not need to involve a legal or pecuniary right but must be more than a mere intellectual or emotional concern; must be an interest that is different than the ordinary member of the public
	o a group must show that it is representative of a significant public concern and has sufficient history in this area (public interest group or trade union seeks to be heard)
	o Wilke v Cth
	 Plaintiffs challenged the government’s same sex marriage survey on the basis that the government did not have the valid appropriation to withdraw the 122 million as required by s 83 Constitution
	 Common ground that the parliament had not passed any new appropriation to authorise the money. The government drew on a pre-authorised bucket of money that had been established as a contingency fund. This must be allowed by the Finance Minister.
	 Finance Minister must be satisfied that there is an urgent need for expenditure
	 Argued that this essentially gives the government a blank cheque to spend as it wishes
	 To sue in this regard, you must have a special interest to have the right to challenge – special interest was difficult to establish here; a whole range of different individuals were plaintiffs
	 eg Marlow’s interest was no higher than an emotional concern (woman in a long-term same sex relationship)
	 HCA has held the difficulty in establishing standing in these kinds of cases
	 One of the plaintiff’s submissions – if they do not have standing, then the only people who could challenge would be states themselves or the ABS
	 HCA avoided the discussion of standing in determining that the substantive issue had no grounds
	 Unless the application is successful, HCA will not make a ruling on standing
	Capacity
	The plaintiff and defendant must both have recognised legal capacity to sue and be sued.
	The three main categories are:
	a. natural persons
	any person BUT
	o  you cannot sue a bankrupt during the term of their bankruptcy
	o persons under disability – minor or handicapped (person who is incapable by reasons of injury, disease or illness, or physical or mental infirmity in relation to managing their affairs 15.01 SCR
	 must be sued by a litigation guardian 15.02 SCR; someone who acts on behalf of and in the interests of the person w disability
	 litigation guardian creates a difference to the process – if settlement occurs, then the court must approve the settlement via application made ex parte (between litigation guardian and the court)
	 SIMILAR FOR: group or class-action proceedings require a representative party; if a rep party enters settlement, the court must also approve this
	b. bodies corporate
	a corporation that can be sued is an Australian Company (ACN, proper company name, solvent status, registered address)
	o you cannot sue a company in liquidation
	o court may authorise suit against or by company in litigation
	- unincorporated associations cannot sue or be sued
	- a partnership is not a legal entity – made up of individuals who form the firm but can be sued as a firm 17.01(1) SCR
	partners are jointly and severally liable for any judgment
	- private business (eg trading as X – the name is not a legal entity)
	sue the individual legal entity behind the business not the business itself
	R 17.10 provides that you can sue naming the business name – but how do you enforce a judgment against a business name? Not a legal entity and cannot own any property; you are left without recourse if the business itself does not pay
	- trustee or administrator
	o trust property – sue the trustee
	o estates of deceased – sue the executor or administrator
	c. bodies politic

	B. Originating processes: writ or originating motion  
	C. Causes of action and limitations of action  - LAA 1958 (Vic)

	TOPIC SIX PARTIES AND CAUSES OF ACTION
	A. General  
	B. Res judicata: cause of action and issue  
	C. Counterclaim: Order 10 AND Set-off: r 13.14
	D. Third party procedure: Order 11, Form
	E. Joinder of parties 11A
	More than one plaintiff or defendant – can be joined;
	Usually decided before proceedings, if decided during trial – you must add a defendant and a different rule exists.
	Same rules for joinder apply whether you are a plaintiff or defendant: r 9.02
	Permissive joinder = Joinder as of right
	R 9.02 -  Two or more persons may be joined in any proceeding
	a) where
	i) if separate proceedings were brought against each of them, common questions of law or fact would arise against each of them AND
	ii) all rights to relief claimed in the proceedings whether joint, several or alternative are in respect of or arise under the same transaction or series of transactions
	Guarantee – joint and several means the entire debt can be obtained from a single party; those single parties are then left to seek contributions amongst themselves
	Bertles v Cth (1960)
	- defined transaction
	B brought proceedings for personal injury arising out of an industrial accident. Each defendant maintained that B’c claim was statute barred. State Electricity Commission, defendant, claimed no notice had been served on them within 6 months of the acc...
	Can the solicitors be joined to an action arising out of personal injury? Yes
	- Transaction is the accident and injury sustained
	- how the case was run is relevant to this
	- Transaction was defined broadly here – can apply to law or fact
	One judge should deal with all those issues
	Payne v Young
	- defines series of transactions
	7 Plaintiffs sought a declaration of invalidity of a state regulation as contrary to s 90 Constitution.
	State law constituted an excise duty AND claimed restitution of amounts paid by each of them to different state authorities for regulations of inspection services.
	Mason J held that the consequence under para (a) of joinder of separate causes of action accruing to different plaintiffs is authorised where the relief claimed is in respect of a transaction or series of transactions
	NOT Allowed where it is in respect of a series of DIFFERENT transactions and different plaintiffs are only entitled to some transactions.
	Here, 7 plaintiffs all complaining about the same KIND of transaction BUT each of the 7 plaintiffs are claiming different transactions levied by different authorities. Each series of transactions was peculiar to each plaintiff.
	Leave of the court to allow joinder – DISCRETIONARY JOINDER
	Usually if one of the limbs of 9.02 are satisfied, permission is usually granted.
	Bishop v Bridgeland Securitas
	Proceedings concerned representations made in letters from respondent to applicant and 114 other persons, who as a result of the representations, had invested moneys on an unsecured basis into a company that subsequently failed.
	Applicant sought that the respondent breached s 18 MDC. Each person received their own letter. (Per Payne v Young – would not satisfy joinder as of right test)
	Applicant sought the court’s leave to join.  Wilxoc J held that discretion is unconfined and depends on the facts of the particular case. The court should take the approach of whichever course is most conducive to a jus resolution of dispute between p...
	Court is more likely to permit if parties have limited means, if the defendant has limited resources.
	Unlikely if the plaintiffs are represented by different solicitors, if the differences between the claims overbear that which is common, if the sheer number of claims if joinder is permitted will impose an unfair burden if permitted.
	Apart from reliance and damage, which each party has to prove individually, the other arguments are all based on documents that are the same – same letter has been sent out to each. Major complicantion? reliance evidence.
	Court found that the burden was not so great as to outweigh the benefits. Reliance was adduced by affidavit – defendants could then pick which respondents to cross-examine.
	Leave was granted here.
	ANJ Partitions
	In relation to the pyramid building society which failed in the early 90s. Various building societies together made up the Farrow Group Building Society. They did not have government backing for their deposits but had higher interest rates for deposit...
	In 1990s, there was a run on Pyramid and depositors rushed to withdraw their money. On the 13 Feb 1990, the state treasurer and Attorney General held a press conference assured the public that Pyramid was sound and urged them all to stay in.
	Pyramid was, in fact, not sound, but the office of the Reigistrar of Building societies, did no know that. The politicians relying on the public servants, did not know. 4,488 shareholders sought leave to issue a single writ after losing all their mone...
	Permission was granted to join. Key factor in favour was that many of the 4,488 were  elderly and were not in a position to issue separate proceedings.
	Compulsory joinder
	r 9.03 – necessary joinder
	F. Joinder of claims
	eg. Sue you in tort and in contract.
	G. By the Plaintiff: rr 9.01, 9.04  
	Plaintiff can make any number of claims against a defendant in multiple capacities: r 9.01
	Plaintiff must bring all actions at once, or risk an Anshun estoppel, unless r 9.04 applies.
	9.04 inconvenient joinder
	H.  By the Defendant:  
	I. Addition, removal and substitution of parties: rr 9.06, 9.07, 9.11
	i. a person who ought to have joined or a person’s whose presence is necessary to determine that all issues have been determined and adjudicated from
	ii. person between whom there may exist a question that relates to the proceeding, or between the parties to the proceeding (cost, prejudice and delay)
	iii. (b) person can be substituted for the (a) person

	J. AMENDMENT
	r 36 – allows for amendment of documents (originating process, statement of claim, pleadings, name of parties)
	K. Consolidation: SCR 9.12

	TOPIC SEVEN REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDINGS/ CLASS ACTIONS
	i. do the plaintiff and members of the representative class have a community of interest in the determination of law or fact?
	ii. is there a significant question common to all members of the class and do they stand to be equally affected by the relief?
	- same interest can be met even if the claims arise under different questions
	- relief sought must be beneficial to all members, otherwise, they do not have the same interest
	- K is seeking declaratory relief to determine the meaning of the Credit Act so far as it affects the contracts.
	- the provision of the contract providing for the capitalisation of interest or the contract in itself may be voidable
	- K can get such a declaration for the benefit of all others who have a contract with Esanda – but the others are not bound by the decision but have the option to avoid the provision
	HCA unanimously held that this could be brought as a class action or representative action.
	Parties who have similar contracts to complain against can bring representative actions.
	What about torts where the same conduct causes different damage?
	Toohey and Gaudron JJ quoted Duke of Ellis saying you must consider what is common to the class and not what differentiates the cases and on the basis of the HCA desire to interpret the rule broadly to facilitate justice and convenience, not precluded...
	- bushfires, prescription drugs, food contamination
	- still need to answer the question of how much damages each is owed (QUANTUM WILL DIFFER)
	1. 7 or more persons must have a claim against the same person;
	- what if there are multiple respondents?
	o the judgments are conflicting in two FC decisions
	 Philip Morris Australia Ltd v Nixon 2000 – interpreted as requiring the applicant and each group member to have a claim against each respondent; seven against each and every one
	Claims against tobacco companies including an allegation that the collective conduct of 6 tobacco companies caused all group members to not quit smoking after 1 Oct 1974.
	Parties before the FC agreed that every member had to have a claim against every respondent for the proceedings to continue. The FC agreed with the parties.
	 Bray v F Hoffman La Roche – interpreted as 7 or more with a claim against one respondent; the remaining claims against the other respondent needed only to satisfy the remaining two threshold requirements;
	Vitamin cartel proceedings – Roche, BASF Aus and Aventis Animal Nutrition were fined 26mil for price sharing and market control.
	Majority of the FC declined to follow Philip Morris on the basis that it was wrongly decided. In Bray, majority considered:  (1) the issue had not been fully argued before the court in Phillip Morris as it was the subject of consent between parties; (...
	Majority observed that concerns identified in earlier cases could be resolved by procedural mechanism in Part 4A of Act – subgroups can be set up so that parts of the action are separated; to have particular members of the represented class against pa...
	Branson J dissented
	o uncertainty created – if Phillip Morris Australia followed, each plaintiff would have to complete separate proceedings against each respondent and is not economically viable
	Cash Converters International Ltd v Grey 2014
	Alleged that various arms of Cash Converters, including a franchisee, breached the NCC and statutory unconscionability provisions by charging administrative fees without a contractual entitlement to do so.
	CC submitted that the vast majority of group members did not have the requisite claim against the franchisee (JK Holdings- respondent). The parent companies in CC were only alleged to be involved as accessories to certain breaches by JK Holdings.
	If this was upheld, the applicants needed JK Holdings to argue accessory. Joining the other franchisees would not resolve the issue as they would only have a claim against particular franchisees. They could only continue on behalf of the JK Holding’s ...
	Trial Judge Farrell rejected the application to strike out – not bound to follow Phillip Morris (point was not in dispute in that case, decision on that point is not binding) and followed Bray.
	CC appealed.
	FFC upheld Farrell’s decision and agreed with Finkelstein J in Bray. The additional hurdle of each group member having a claim against each respondent was not found in the legislative text and was inconsistent with the provision.
	Now appears unnecessary for each group member to have a claim against each respondent for a proceeding to be appropriately constituted.
	- 7 group members have a claim against one respondent
	- representative applicant has a claim against each and every respondent
	- proceeding must satisfy the below threshold requirements
	Still a basis that the representative action is not the best way to deal with all the matters in dispute: s 33N
	2. claims of all those persons are in respect of or arise out of the same, similar or related circumstances; AND
	3. the claims of all those persons give rise to at least ONE substantial common issue of fact or law


	TOPIC EIGHT SERVICE
	1. Order 7 of SCR (anywhere except NZ)
	2. Via International Convention: Hague Convention on service abroad of judicial and extra judicial matters in civil and commercial matters 1965

	TOPIC EIGHT APPEARANCES
	TOPIC NINE METHODS OF GATHERING EVIDENCE
	A. Discovery
	The disclosure of documents in your possession and relevant to the case.
	- Relevance? Pleadings set out the material facts which they seek to prove as relevant to the cause of action. if a fact is admitted, it does not need to be proved. Anything not admitted or denied is in dispute. Anything that bears upon a fact in disp...
	- Rules about discovery in relation to proceedings commenced by writ – O29
	o the arising of the obligation to make discovery
	o party must make discovery
	o the affidavit of documents
	s 29.03(1) When the pleadings are closed, Rules provide for service of a notice for discovery by any party (Form 29A) – any documents which are or has been in the party’s possession which relate to any question raised by the pleadings
	r 29.03  party shall make discovery within 42 days after service – providing and serving an affidavit of documents
	^ Generally not used because:
	The first procedural thing that happens after the close of pleadings is that the court will order a directions hearing. Administrative hearing for the purpose of determining timetabling and conduct to get the parties ready for trial.
	Directions order will be made at the first directions hearing.
	Affidavit of documents – r 29.04; shall be in Form 29B and shall
	(a) identify the documents which are or have been in the possession of the party making the affidavit,
	(b) enumerate the documents in convenient order, and describe each document or in the case of a group of documents, describe the group sufficiently to enable the document or group to be identified,
	(c) distinguish those documents which are in possession to those which are no longer in the parties possession – state when the party parted with the document and state the parties belief as to what has become of the document, distinguish between orig...
	(d) docum
	possession in the rules means possession, custody or power
	- possession: physical custody whether or not you own it
	- custody: in your possession but you do not own it
	- power: not in your possession but you have a legal right to obtain it
	Separated in your affidavit, statement of belief
	r 29.01  in making reasonable searches required by the rules, the following documents were not searched for and must provide reasons as to why
	is it a document?
	- s 38 ILA 1984 provides that a document is defined inclusively that may be anything in writing, any book, map, plan, graph or drawing, any photograph, any label, marking or other writing which identifies or describes anything or by which it is attach...
	- covers information stored on computers, including things deleted but stored on a backup system ( Sony Music Entertainment Limited v UTas)
	- if company records in question, all are on the computer, the court will make an order to grant access to the other party’s computers by a forensic expert
	is it relevant?
	- to be relevant, the document must relate to a question in the proceeding
	- either helps or damages your case
	- in even simple matters between individuals, often a large volume of electronic messages are received which are also discoverable (skype or messenger)
	- documents exist and someone needs to read through them to determine their relevance and whether useful or harmful to the client’s case – this then becomes an issue of cost, exceeding costs on discovery alone meaning parties need to settle and settle...
	- 1882 historical case – Peruvian Guano
	o Holding LJ – seems to me that every document which relates to the action not only is evidence, but also reasonable to suppose, contains information which may indirectly or directly advance his case or damage the case of the adversary but must be dis...
	o In a post-email environment, the train of inquiry becomes limitless and is not useful
	o The test now is – damages your case or relates to an issue in the proceeding.
	 test has been somewhat narrowed – to prevent the discovery process being used as an instrument of oppression
	r 29.01(1) – in making a reasonable search parties may take into account- the nature and complexity of the proceeding, the number of documents involved, ease and costs of retrieving documents, significance of any document, any other relevant matter
	if considered unreasonable to search for other documents, party can simply state why that search has not occurred.
	r 29.04(2) – include a statement of the category or class of documents not searched for and the reason why
	exception to the requirement of discovery – reasonably believes that the document is in the possession of the other party then you do not need to discover it yourself.
	the same document may be slightly different because its been noted on or marked up on – to this extent, it constitutes a new document and must be set out as such
	- must be a document
	- must be relevant
	is it in your possession?
	is it subject to privilege claims?
	- will not produce unless the court orders otherwise
	- the other side can seek production of any document that a party mentions in a court document
	o eg if pleadings says agreement was entered into; details are particularised – you can seek production of that document by writing to the other side
	- court form – Notice to Produce; a formal method of seeking production of the documents
	- application for production can be sought from the court if the other side does not comply in providing discovered documents
	Grounds of Privilege: Evidence Act 2008 (Vic)
	client legal privilege: s 117-126
	- client’s privilege established by both common law and statute
	- rule of law protecting communications between legal practitioners and their clients from disclosure under court order or statute
	- rationales for client legal privilege:
	- encourages full disclosure of information by a client to their lawyer; (2) promotes compliance with the law by enabling lawyers to give full and considered advice on client’s legal obligation;  (3) discouraging litigation and encouraging ADR;  (4) p...
	- two limbs of Evidence Act:
	o advice privilege s 118
	 protects confidential communications between client and lawyer, two lawyers OR document prepared by anyone
	 for the dominant purpose of providing legal advice
	o litigation privilege s 119
	- s 131A – privilege extends to pre-trial stages
	- common law right that is enforceable in equity – statutes do not expressly alter this position
	o maintains the distinction between the two limbs of privilege – advice (communications between client and lawyer for the purpose of legal advice) AND litigation (communications between client and lawyer and any third party for the dominant purpose of...
	o dominant purpose test per Esso Australia Resources Limited has broadened the scope of the privilege
	o Parazzoli v Bank of SA
	o [28] dominant purpose of actual, reasonably apprehended or reasonably anticipated litigation; real prospect of that litigation as opposed to a mere possibility; does not have to be more likely than not
	o party claiming professional privilege bears the onus of proving
	o content of the document matters; not what the document is marked with
	o dominant purpose – one that predominates over other purposes; prevailing or paramount purpose; test is objective and requires consideration of all the facts and circumstances
	- privilege in respect of in house lawyers:
	Telstra Corporation Limited v Minister for Communications, IT and the Arts
	Graham J - An in house lawyer will lack the requisite measure of independence if his or her advice is at risk of being compromised by virtue of the nature of his employment relationship with his employer.
	But no measures or criteria were set out to determine this.
	Vance v Air Marshall McCormack (2004) ACTSC 78
	Crispen J – LPP only attaches to advice provided by lawyers who have the right to practice. Must be admitted.
	- Waiver of privilege
	parties may inadvertently waive their privilege
	risky behaviour may include – in a letter to the other side: we have received counsel’s advice and on the basis of that advice, we consider ….
	does a reference to that advice waive privilege?
	unless you refer to the contents of the advice, then you have not waived the privilege.
	ASCR r 30, 31 – refer to inadvertent disclosure and not taking advantage of another’s inadvertent disclosure
	Other grounds of privilege:
	public interest immunity: s 130
	evidence of settlement negotiations: s 131
	journalists’ source: s 126J & K
	privilege against self-incrimination: s 128
	religious confession privilege: s 127
	is it the subject of an order for particular discovery?
	r 29.05 court can, at any time, order discovery by a party is not required or that discovery is limited to certain documents, or specifically include a document in discovery
	applications can be made for this
	Trade rivals?
	Where litigation occurs against a market competitor, clients will not wish to release documents confidential to the operation of their business – just because a business regards the document or class of documents as confidential or commercially sensit...
	Only in certain circumstances will a court protect the rights of an individual where the court sees that the document is confidential – eg where evidence gathering constitutes a serious breach of privacy or confidentiality.
	Whether or not access to documents is granted, to whom and on what conditions will vary from case to case per Hayne J in Mobil Oil v Guina Developments.
	Arrangements can be made for documents to be viewed by solicitors only or trade rivals too – made available to legal advisors and experts. Arrangement can be made to strike a balance between the party seeking production and party seeking to protect th...
	Documents, if produced, are not to be permitted to be used for a collateral or ulterior purpose. Relates to litigation only. An undertaking of the party receiving discovered documents that they not use them for a collateral or ulterior purpose unrelat...
	Harmon Undertaking binds litigants in proceedings and any third parties who receives documents and is aware that they have come out of legal proceedings.
	Collateral or Ulterior purposes include:
	- using information for a business purpose or gain a competitive advantage
	- disclosing information to the press to expose an alleged wrongdoing
	- disclosing information to a regulator or minister for use in lobbying
	- using information from one proceeding to maintain a different proceeding even where the parties and causes of action are identical
	- using information to add a new claim to existing proceedings where the new claim is fundamentally different to that initially pleaded
	o defamation claim after discovery brought in proceedings for breach of contract
	Found in s 26, s 27 Civil Procedure Act 2010
	Octagon v Hewitt [2011] VSC [40] There is recognition is s 27 of the Act in Home Office v Harmon; s 27 provides that a person who receives any information or document from any other person involved in civil proceedings as a result of disclosure obliga...
	Such an obligation is an obligation to the court. Contravention of which constitutes a contempt of court.
	Distinction between discovery of a document and the right to insist on it for production of an inspection
	If a party wants to inspect any documents in an affidavit of document – they must serve a Notice to Produce Form 29C
	r 29.09(2)  the party on whom a notice to produce is served shall, within 7 days, serve on the party a notice outlining when and where inspection may occur.
	r 29.09(4); (5) photocopies can be provided
	r 29.10(2) can inspect documents referred to in the pleadings
	Usually, this is done informally.
	Particular discovery
	Where you suspect the other side has not made full discovery:
	r 29.08 if there are grounds to believe that a relevant document or class of documents is or has been in the parties’ possession, the court may order that party to serve on the other party, an affidavit stating
	o whether such documents were ever in the party’s possession and if so, describing each one
	o if it has been in the party’s possession but no longer has been, when they parted with it and their belief as to what parted with it
	eg. document may be the defendant’s tax returns for the financial year 2017
	category/class of documents may be all of the defendant’s tax returns for the financial years 2013-2017 inclusive
	your client needs to have produced all relevant documents and know which categories of documents you want to see from the other side
	- categories can be fairly broad (eg the books of the defendant for the period FY2013 – FY2017) where books has the same meaning as in the Corporations Act 2001
	supplementary discovery
	obligation does not stop after the affidavit of discovery, an obligation of continuing discovery exists and you must provide an affidavit of supplementary discovery.
	documents that were not located initially but alter found must also be disclosed
	Default:
	Court has an inherent power in relation to the failure to serve an affidavit of documents or discover documents; court may sanction parties for non-compliance – make any order it thinks fit, actions may be struck out (r 29.12.1)
	r 29.14 party who fails to discover documents or provide discovery as a whole may be found in contempt
	very rarely occurs
	The most likely order that the judge will make – order to force discovery within a certain time, pay the other party’s costs of application and (if default continues,) self-executing order (if discovery not provided by date, then the defendant’s defen...
	May choose to leave matters as they stand and make an argument about evidence – that if a party fails to produce a document that should be in their possession, ask the court to draw an adverse inference against that party.
	That is, the party has disposed of or concealed the document because it does not assist their case or is harmful to their case.
	A party may destroy relevant documents. Destruction of documents relevant to anticipated or pending litigation is a crime: s 253 – 255 Crimes Act (Vic); inserted in 2006 in response to McCabe v BAT
	McCabe v British American Tobacco Australia Services Ltd [2002] VSC 73
	In late 2001, Mccabe commenced this case in VSC. She was 51 at the time and dying of lung cancer. She had started smoking in early 1960s at age 12 and sued BAT in that it had been negligent in its manufacturing and marketing of cigarettes and such neg...
	BAT had systematically destroyed documents that may have been relevant to the plaintiff’s case. Documents included – historical medical advice given to BAT that cigarettes were indeed addictive and dangerous to health.
	BAT referred to the destruction as their document retention system which was looked upon very unfavourably by the court – not believed.
	Civil Procedure Act 2010 has additional sections in respect of discovery;
	s 29  broad power of the court to make an order in the interests of justice
	s 55 court may make any order or directions in relation to discovery which it considers necessary and appropriate
	s 56  court may make certain orders in the failure of compliance with discovery
	s 57 if receiving incomplete affidavit of documents, seek to examine the deponent of the affidavit
	(this is the same for all affidavit – can cross examine the deponent on notice)
	s 58  nothing in the CPA derogates from the Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958
	B. Preliminary discovery and non-party discovery
	Significant costs are attached to issuing proceedings –
	Discovery to identify a defendant
	r 32.03 where the applicant has made reasonable enquiries and is unable to identify a defendant to bring a proceeding, court may order that person be brought before the court to be orally examined
	make discovery in relation to a person’s identify
	Dallas Buyers Club LLC v iiNet Limited
	DBC and Voltage Pictures applied for a preliminary discovery order against 3 Australian internet service providers – Iinet, Dodo etc. The applicants had identified 4,726 unique IP addresses from which their film was shared online using a peer-to-peer ...
	Further, they were able to link the IP addresses from which the sharing had occurred to the respondent Australian internet service providers.
	They believed that the internet service providers could identify the account holders associated with each IP address.
	BUT IP address only identifies the account holder – not the person who had downloaded Dallas Buyers Club. Internet Service Providers strongly resisted the application but court took the side of the Applicants.
	7 April 2015, FC decided that the internet service providers should disclose the names and physical addresses of the persons linked to some 4000 IP addresses. Email addresses of those persons should not be disclosed.
	Discovery from prospective defendant
	Knows who the defendant is but unsure if there is a good cause of action, need discovery to check
	r 30.05 reasonable belief that the applicant has the right to obtain relief from a person; after making all reasonable enquiries, the applicant still does not have sufficient information to make such a decision, that person has or may have some inform...
	Discovery from non-party
	r 32.07  seek an order from the court that a party who is not a party to a proceeding discover documents relevant to a proceeding
	this is an application to the court, on notice of the other party
	court should exercise discretion to award non-party discovery with caution and to consider only making such an order in two circumstances
	(1) non-party has the only copy of the document being sought
	(2) no other reasonable way to prove the matter other than by the document sought
	ALTERNATIVELY, parties can, under O 42 issue, file and serve a subpoena – order of the court requiring either physical production of witness or document; same effect
	r 37.01  enables you to inspect and test property; immaterial that some third party has the property; court may still order it
	o 33.04  party can ask the applicant to submit to medical examination in PI claim
	surgeries or any medical extractions cannot be compelled
	C. Interrogatories [LIKELY NOT EXAMINED]
	Interrogatories are written questions prepared by one side and served on the other, requiring an affidavit of answers to be on oath.
	r 30.02  serve interrogatories in relation to any question in the proceeding
	where the pleadings are closed, you can serve interrogatories once without leave of the court
	where pleadings are not closed, you can serve interrogatories
	court may grant leave to a party to serve further interrogatories
	You have 42 days to respond by filing an affidavit and serving a copy of the interrogating party.
	r 30.05 The answers and their sources: party must answer from their own knowledge, just like any other affidavit.
	Privileged information is exempt.
	Where the party has no knowledge to form a belief, they shall make enquiries of their servants and agents – but you want to limit how you answer interrogatories
	r 30.06  Provides that each interrogatory must be answered specifically. You can object, stating briefly the grounds of objection and the facts on which it is based.
	eg question is irrelevant, that the question does not make sense,
	r 30.07  covers objections
	interrogatories may be objected on the following grounds:
	o does not relate to an issue between the parties
	o is unclear, vague or too wide
	o is oppressive (requires an unreasonable amount of work)
	o requires the party to express an opinion which the party is not qualified to give
	o privilege
	r 30.09  default in answering interrogatories
	make an application to the court on whether the answers are valid
	orders may be made for the interrogated party to provide further and better answers
	Interrogatories are historical, generally. Practitioners prefer not to.
	No one answers them properly.
	Time is taken up with 42 days to answer, 7 days to respond during the trial.
	Parties become involved in a sequence of interlocutory proceedings about interrogatories that are not worth anyone’s time. Instead, matter should be just set down for trial.
	D. Notices to admit
	These are more common. Usually, follow on from discovery.
	Notice to admit a fact or authenticity of a document. If there are facts in dispute, you can serve a notice to admit – Form 35A. Admit the following facts…. and the authenticity of the following agreement …
	r 35  If you do not get a response, the fact or document is taken to be admitted. If you get a negative response and at trial the relevant fact or document is proved, then the other party pays the costs of you proving that point. Costs are given even ...
	Eg. Party relies on the guarantee being given – guarantee needs to be authentic and the defendant’s signature is found on the document.
	Notice to admit in relation to the above facts.
	E. Subpoenas
	Subpoena is a notice to compel someone to attend court.
	You may want someone to attend court to produce documents or give evidence at the trial.
	Subpoena is a court order. If the party subpoenaed does not comply, you can ask the court to have the person arrested and brought into court.
	r 42.04 court may, by the subpoena, order to the addressee to attend the court to give evidence or attend to provide documents or both
	r 42.05  must be served personally
	r 42.06  conduct money must be given – money to meet the reasonable expenses of attending the court and returning
	costs are greater if interstate, but if in Vic, PT money
	or buy the plane ticket for them, in lieu of conduct money
	discussions with potential witness, decide you will call them, witness says don’t worry serving a subpoena, serve the subpoena and give conduct money anyways
	witness turning up to produce documents only; inspection by the parties is subject to any objections.
	you must also serve a copy of the subpoena on every other party, defendant knows that the subpoena is out there and can therefore object to anyone looking at the documents. if objections are made to inspection, an interlocutory hearing before an assoc...
	the principles that apply to determine whether the party is entitled to inspect is set out in AFP v Magistrates Court of Vic.
	F. Experts
	Opinion evidence is generally inadmissible – except when given by expert (see s 79 Evidence Act).
	Expert evidence can vary highly – important that the evidence is not excluded on the basis that the witness is not qualified to give the evidence.
	Expert evidence must before filed well before the trial, and likely before a mediation such that parties can negotiate on the basis of reports that they receive.
	On receipt of expert evidence, you must consider what qualifications the other side’s expert has in order to exclude their evidence.
	Uniform Evidence Act analysed opinion evidence – various case law are relevant to interpreting s 79; provides that if s 79 has specialised knowledge on the basis of training, study or experience, then the opinion rule does not apply to evidence that i...
	In Vic, aside from acting in accordance with O 44 (in relation to expert evidence), the important decision is Jura Australia Constructions v Hue Boutique Living:
	This was a building case which provided a summary of good practice in relation to experts. Six key points arise:
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